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Dec 23, 2012 In order to activate a license, download plugins and search external databases like. H=137.1411 I=113.1594 L=113.1594
K=128.1741 M=131.1926 F=147.1766 . Q: CMake Set property from command line I have a set of subroutines (sub1, sub2, etc.) that are executed

based on whether or not a certain property (the property name is "A") is set. sub1(prop_A=1) That works fine. However, I wanted to create a
property, and use CMakeLists.txt to set this property from command line, and it didn't seem to work. my_property_A=1 I thought I would then

have to call: sub1(prop_A=${my_property_A}) My question is, can I create a CMake property that I can change with -D on the command line, or
is there some other way to achieve this? A: According to CMake property syntax, property ${my_property_A} is equivalent to ${my_property_A}
in your case. So, you can just call sub1() like this sub1(prop_A=${my_property_A}) As for complex properties, you can use CMake generators or
custom functions generator function(custom_function) set(${var}) message(STATUS ${var}) endfunction() set(a 1) set(b 2) custom_function(a)

custom_function(b) custom_function(var) custom_function(var) generator is a feature supported since v3.8.0. See CMake docs funciton
function(custom_function) set(${var}) endfunction() set(a 1) set(b 2) custom_function(a) custom_function(b) custom_function(var) Last week I
asked you my loyal readers what day you were born and what day you like most. We got 30,000 reader responses and the result is that I will be

giving away the following prizes: A $
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